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***

It’s the wrong time for US youths with higher education aspirations in mind. On increasing
numbers of US campuses, it’s hazardous to their health and well-being to enroll at colleges
and universities whose policies may irreversibly harm them near-or-longer-term.

After  Rutgers  in  March  required  students  to  be  jabbed  with  experimental,  high-risk,
unapproved, rushed to market, DNA altering Pfizer or Moderna mRNA technology that risks
irreversible harm to health, a dozen or more US schools of higher education went the same
way.

By mandating the above, they’re putting their student body in harm’s way — irresponsibly
and recklessly endangering them.

Affected students  should  transfer  to  a  school  that  respects  their  health,  and legal  right  to
decide all things related to their well-being.

Schools mandating covid jabs are in breach of federal law and the Nuremberg Code.

The former requires that individuals may “accept or refuse administration of” experimental,
unapproved drugs.

According to the Nuremberg Code, voluntary consent is required on all things related to
health.

By ignoring the above, US schools that require students to be involuntarily jabbed for covid
are in flagrant breach of these standards and contemptuous of the health and rights of their
student body.

They include Rutgers, Northeastern, Fort Lewis College, St, Edward’s, Roger Williams, Nova
Southeastern, Brown, Cornell, Yale, Columbia, and Columbia College, Chicago.

My esteemed alma mater Harvard University strongly urges students to be jabbed for covid,
short of mandating it so far, saying:

“We continue to strongly recommend that you seek vaccination opportunities
from all sources available to you to prevent further delay,” falsely adding the
following:
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“The safety of (covid jabs) is a top government priority (sic).”

Fact: Polar opposite is true, what Harvard suppressed.

Fact:  Government  mandates  and  recommendations  since  last  year  are  intended  to  inflict
harm on individuals following them, not the other way around.

Fact: They’re all about instituting draconian control.

Fact: Experimental covid mRNA technology and vaccines are bioweapons to depopulate the
US and other nations of individuals dark forces want eliminated.

Covid jabs “will help protect you from getting” the viral infection (sic).

Fact: Jabs increase the likelihood of being infected. Harvard falsely claimed otherwise.

“(Y)ou may experience some side effects after receiving the injection (sic).

“This is a normal sign that your body is building protection (sic).”

Fact: Toxic jabs risk serious harm to health and no protection.

Fact: The more jabs, the greater the risk.

Fact: Jabs risk contraction of any number of serious diseases short-term or later on.

Fact: For the elderly with weak immune systems, allergic individuals and others, they can
kill.

“The cost of the vaccine is covered by the government.”

Fact: To encourage mass-jabbing, US dark forces are incentivizing uninformed Americans to
self-inflict harm.

Covid jabs “are one of many important tools to help us stop this pandemic
(sic).”

“Once you’ve received your jab,  continue to wear your mask and socially
distance in public places (sic).

Fact:  No  pandemic  exists,  just  normal  annual  outbreaks  of  seasonal  flu-renamed  covid  to
scare us into self-inflicting harm by following draconian mandates and recommendations.

Fact: Masks don’t protect and risk serious harm to health when worn longterm.

Fact: Social distancing provides no protection. It undermines normal interactions — essential
to every day life.

Fact: It’s unnecessary and destructive of interpersonal relations, while providing nothing
beneficial.
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Voice of America, part of the US worldwide propaganda system, falsely said the following:

“The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)  has approved use of  the Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines (sic).”

False on two counts! These drugs are NOT vaccines.

They’re  hazardous,  experimental,  unapproved DNA altering  mRNA technology  — given
emergency use authorization when no emergency exists.

According to American College Health Association’s Covid Task Force co-chair Gerri Taylor:

“We would love for all our students to be vaccinated before they go home to
either places in the US or places in other countries, because if they go there
unvaccinated,  they  could  actually  carry  the  virus  to  their  families  and
communities (sic).”

All  of  the  above  claims  are  part  of  the  most  widespread  ever  state-sponsored  mass
deception campaign to convince maximum numbers of unwitting people to follow a high-risk
with no reward protocol.

Protecting and preserving health requires rejecting it.

Above all, it’s vital to health and well-being to refuse being jabbed with what’s unneeded
and may cause irreversible harm if used as directed.

When I was on campus long ago — circa 1950s — nothing remotely like the above existed.

In college and graduate school, I recall no health-related mandates of any kind.

None should exist  today beyond encouraging students  not  to  self-inflict  harm by following
good health practices — not the other way around like what’s going on today.

A Final Comment

According to draconian Yale and Columbia diktats, students unwilling to be jabbed for covid
will be barred from classrooms and prohibited from coming on campus — except for those
with medical, religious or other exemptions.

Unacceptable policies  instituted by the above colleges and universities   may likely  be
mandated at many others in the coming weeks and months.

Instead  of  protecting  students,  they’ll  be  harmed  near-or-longer-term,  proving  what’s
unthinkable.

In the US, higher education is becoming hazardous to students instead of protecting and
preparing them for endeavors they seek to pursue.

*
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Stephen Lendman is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on Globalization
(CRG).

VISIT MY WEBSITE: stephenlendman.org (Home – Stephen Lendman). Contact
at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

My two Wall Street books are timely reading:

“How Wall Street Fleeces America: Privatized Banking, Government Collusion, and
Class War”

https://www.claritypress.com/product/how-wall-street-fleeces-america/

“Banker Occupation: Waging Financial War on Humanity”

https://www.claritypress.com/product/banker-occupation-waging-financial-war-on-humanity/
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